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Spanish Romanticism proved an indelible influence on Granados.   With typically 
romantic exclusiveness he took only what he wanted from this basic inspiration. He 
ignored the satiric violence and turmoil which are so often the other side of the 
romantic coin and focused instead on a world of decorously induced passion and 
sublimated love.  Titles such as Escenas Poeticas and Valses Poeticas are no less redolent 
of his shying away from the primitive and sensual than the Escenas Romanticas which, 
to a slighter and more generalised degree than the Goyescas show his sophisticated 
idealisation of the past at its most original and complex.   They also suggest that, like 
Chopin, Granados was able to confide his most subtle and secretive genius to the 
piano and again, like Chopin, his language, whilst primarily sensuous and lyrical, in no 
way excludes drama or passion.   

Granados’s shorter works are often relegated to the level of useful footnotes to his 
established masterpieces of which the Goyescas are his most outstanding example, but 
the Escenas Romanticas are self-sufficient are of a different level of achievement to 
works such as the early Seis Piezas Sobre Cantos Populares Espanoles.  They hardly show 
a picture post-card reduction to cliché; to the proverbial world of Sunny Spain, of 
castanets and mantillas.   The style is both personal and eclectic.   Schumann’s peculiarly 
fragmented yet unified style may be prominent but so, too, are the no less distinctive 
voices of Chopin and Fauré.    Chopin’s influence is notably strong in the opening in the 
oddly Spanish sounding Mazurka where the Polish dance form’s characteristic rhythm 
is delicately transmuted by Granados’s unmistakably Spanish accent.  A solitary and 
vibrant recitative, the first of many, concludes this piece and here such self-conscious 
austerity relates to ‘late’ Liszt and through him to Bartok’s nationalist purity rather 
than to Chopin or Schumann.   Certainly the style in the brief Allegro interjections is 
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vital tableau vivant of Spain.   A suitably brief introductory Prelude, with its low strumming 
guitar imitations and recitatives establishes the general mood and sets the stage for the 
Anoranza, the first of the six pieces.     A chattering staccato opening in quaver sixths 
leads to a sentimental theme which later returns in octaves, passionately embellished 
with  rapid semi-quaver descents.  The brief andante coda includes a cadence oddly 
similar to that which closes the opening statement of Chopin’s isolated C# minor 
Prelude, Op. 45.   The Ecos de la Parranda, which uses themes from Granados’s opera, 
Maria del Carmen, has two basic contrasted ideas, the one emphatically rhythmic and 
the other more delicate and ornamented with triplets and grace notes.  The Vascongada 
is in rapid duple time and is highly evocative of northern Spain while the Marcha 
Oriental is one of Granados’s less successful attempts to speak a foreign if temptingly 
exotic language.  The Zambra is a close relative of the popular Andaluza (the fifth of the 
Spanish Dances) and the final and dazzlingly animated Zapateado is a tap dance in triple 
time of a sort familiar throughout Spain.  Its infectious brio can provide an ear-catching 
encore though the Danza Lenta with which this disc concludes, is a far more mature 
and economical example of Granados’s writing at its most suggestive.  In its own quiet 
insinuating way it proves as well as anything Granados’s dictum: “a lover of Spain, my 
music is born of temperament.”.

© Bryce Morrison
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close to the Scherzo, “Lighting the candles” from Liszt’s Christmas Tree Suite; a cryptic 
and bitter-sweet masterpiece of his final years.   The same influence, unconscious or 
otherwise, can also be detected in the following Berceuse where the writing is closer 
to Liszt’s late example of this genre than to the restrained floridity of either his or 
Chopin’s earlier examples.  Described by Antonio Fernandez-Cid as “tendresse sans 
allusion enfantine” the syncopated semi-quaver variation on the initial idea shows a 
sparse sense of ornamentation and is a striking example of the range of Granados’s 
achievement.  Its formality and economy are worlds apart from the rich and complex, 
improvisatory style of the Goyescas or the shameless flamboyance of the Allegro de 
Concierto.  The central section contains a brief and disturbing hint of the copla and what 
has been called un espagnolisme ravelien (the reference is to the exotic Basque element 
in Ravel’s otherwise impeccable French nature) before a return to the initial calm.

The third piece is untitled and Granados’s mischievous blank space between his asterisks 
possibly suggests the tacit presence of the ubiquitous Maiden and the Nightingale, a 
leitmotiv which haunts the very texture of his thought and feeling.  There can be little 
question about the graphically picturesque quality of the chains of trills which interrupt 
the opening Lento con extasis and the writing, initially on the three staves is also a 
reminder that, like Ravel’s Ondine, a slow tempo is not necessarily synonymous with 
simplicity.   The music rapidly gathers momentum and leads into an appassionatamente 
affirmation of the opening theme, the declamatory right hand octaves set against a 
syncopated semi-quaver accompaniment before fading into a steep startlingly intense, 
chromatic diminuendo.  The opening material returns and after the Nightingale’s final 
and dizzying roulade we move on to an allegretto and a return to Chopin’s world, 
though with a difference.  Here the very Chopinesque major and minor alteration 
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(the form is, again a Mazurka) is further spiced by Granados’s insertion of a foreign  
E flat and chromatic interval into the basic tonality.  But the music’s general restraint 
hardly prepares us for the following Allegro appassionata and the dramatic climax 
of the work.  The urgency and burgeoning detail are decidedly Faurean and this 
no doubt unconscious influence is even more apparent as the music increases in 
impetus and velocity.  Molto appassionata, the music’s colossal sweep and bravura are 
a reminder that Granados could storm on the largest and most rhetorical scale, for 
this is hardly the writing of a lyrical miniaturist.   The exultant passion finally explodes 
in a shower of semi-quaver sextuplets and some audaciously dissonant chords lead 
into a poco andantino re-statement, the music’s turbulence calmed into luminous and 
spiralling quaver figuration.

The Epilogue is significantly headed Andantino spianato con exaltacion poetica, a 
graceful bow in Chopin’s direction.  Chopin used the unusual term, Spianato (it 
means planned or smoothed down) for the introduction to his E flat Polonaise,  
Opus 22, and his idyllic and decorative calm is magically reworked by Granados.  The 
style would not have surprised either Chopin or Schumann (whose one specific 
tribute to Chopin in his Carnaval follows a remarkably similar formal layout) though 
both would have been startled by some alien modulations and shafts of unusual 
harmonic light.

The Escenas Romanticas are rarely performed.  Perhaps such elusive poetry lacks the 
obvious and even brash appeal of works such as the Seis Piezas Sobre Cantos Populares 
Espanoles, an early collection of strongly nationalist pieces.   Local melody and the 
simulation of various popular instruments create a charmingly and accessible and 
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